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Grade 12 Geography  

Term 2: Mapwork  

12 MAY 2020 

Resource: Excel in Mapwork 

 

Lesson 2: Revision of Geographical information system (GIS)  

 

Functional Elements of GIS 

    READ PAGES page 13-24 and study the attached PDF on Functional 

Elements of GIS and revise the following sections:   

 Write The Notes In Your Notebooks.  

 
 Revise and learn: KEY CONCEPTS AND PROCESSES 

 
 
Data Acquisition: 

Is a process of identifying and collecting specific information (data) to solve a 
particular problem? 
 
Spatial Query: 

A query is a question about a place. Issuing a query means asking a GIS database a 
question, e.g. by clicking on a point to get attribute data about a town or any feature. 
 
Spatial Analysis: 

- It is the process of extracting or creating new information about a set of geographic 
features and examining the relationships between them. 
- It is the process by which we turn raw data into useful information. 
 
Buffering: 
- Creating zones within pre-determined distance. 
- Buffering builds new objects by identifying all areas that are within a certain 
specified distance of the original objects (whether be it a point, line or area) 
line buffering,  point buffering, polygon buffering.  
 



 
 
Data manipulation: 
The process used to organise data for your specific needs. Changes that one makes 
to the data during analysis. It involves converting, re-arranging and analysing data to 
get answers 
 
Data-management: 

Systematic and logical organisation of data so that it is usable. Data is stored in 
folders and files on a computer. It makes it possible to protect data (data security), 

allows for data sharing and for the maintenance of data quality (keeping data in a 
reliable and usable condition) as well as having a backup system. 
 
 

 
 
   
 
 



    DATA LAYERS  

 
ACTIVITY 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 
 



Dear Matrics,     
 

Remember this beautiful Hadith:  
  

                  
 

 Stay Positive and make lots of duas. 
 

 

 
  
All the Best        
  R. B. Buckus 
Geography HOD  


